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	Big Data Analytics Using Splunk is a hands-on book showing how to process and derive business value from big data in real time. Examples in the book draw from social media sources such as Twitter (tweets) and Foursquare (check-ins). You also learn to draw from machine data, enabling you to analyze, say, web server log files and patterns of user access in real time, as the access is occurring. Gone are the days when you need be caught out by shifting public opinion or sudden changes in customer behavior. Splunk’s easy to use engine helps you recognize and react in real time, as events are occurring.

	

	Splunk is a powerful, yet simple analytical tool fast gaining traction in the fields of big data and operational intelligence. Using Splunk, you can monitor data in real time, or mine your data after the fact. Splunk’s stunning visualizations aid in locating the needle of value in a haystack of a data. Geolocation support spreads your data across a map, allowing you to drill down to geographic areas of interest. Alerts can run in the background and trigger to warn you of shifts or events as they are taking place.

	

	With Splunk you can immediately recognize and react to changing trends and shifting public opinion as expressed through social media, and to new patterns of eCommerce and customer behavior. The ability to immediately recognize and react to changing trends provides a tremendous advantage in today’s fast-paced world of Internet business. Big Data Analytics Using Splunk opens the door to an exciting world of real-time operational intelligence.

	
		Built around hands-on projects
	
		Shows how to mine social media
	
		Opens the door to real-time operational intelligence



	What you’ll learn

	
		Monitor and mine social media for trends affecting your business
	
		Know how you are perceived, and when that perception is rising or falling
	
		Detect changing customer behavior from mining your operational data
	
		Collect and analyze in real time, or from historical files
	
		Apply basic analytical metrics to better understand your data
	
		Create compelling visualizations and easily communicate your findings



	Who this book is for


	Big Data Analytics Using Splunk is for those who are interested in exploring the heaps of data they have available, but don’t know where to start. It is for the people who have knowledge of the data they want to analyze and are developers or SQL programmers at a level anywhere between beginners and intermediate. Expert developers also benefit from learning how to use such a simple and powerful tool as Splunk.
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Classic Home Video Games, 1985-1988: A Complete Reference GuideMcFarland, 2009

	More than any other companies in the history of electronic gaming, Nintendo, Sega, and later Sony established video games as a lifestyle, a hobby that would endure beyond the “video game craze” of the ’70s. Following the Great Implosion of ’83, as the Age of Atari crumbled, game console and software sales tanked and...
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Domain-Driven Design DistilledAddison Wesley, 2016

	Domain-Driven Design (DDD) software modeling delivers powerful results in practice, not just in theory, which is why developers worldwide are rapidly moving to adopt it. Now, for the first time, there’s an accessible guide to the basics of DDD: What it is, what problems it solves, how it works, and how to quickly...
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Adoptive Immunotherapy: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004

	An authoritative collection of optimal techniques for producing and characterizing the immunologically active cells and effector molecules now gaining wide use in the clinical treatment of patients. Taking advantage of the latest technologies, the authors present readily reproducible experimental protocols for the study of dendritic cells, T...
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Microsensors, MEMS and Smart DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Microsensors and MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical systems) are revolutionising the semiconductor industry. A microsystem or the so-called "system-on-a-chip" combines microelectronic circuitry with microsensors and microactuators. This emergent field has seen the development of applications ranging from the electronic nose and...
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Representations and Techniques for 3D Object Recognition & Scene InterpretationMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	3D scene understanding and object recognition are among the grandest challenges in computer
	vision. A wide variety of techniques and goals, such as structure from motion, optical flow, stereo,
	edge detection, and segmentation, could be viewed as subtasks within scene understanding and
	recognition. Many of these applicable methods are...
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Windows 7 SimplifiedVisual, 2009
This full color book uses the Visual approach to cover the new features of Windows 7 and provide step-by-step instructions for readers who are entirely new to the subject. Inside readers will find tasks on topics such as: Windows 7 basics, creating movies, sharing their computer, working with and managing files, browsing the Web, and new ways to...
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